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Across

1. Tupperware seal
4. ___ on; approach closely
9. flower on “The Bachelor”
13. “will be” in Spanish or 
  French
14. squirrel food
15. lambs’ mothers 
16. angry to the point of 
  turning liquid to gas
18. “You Can’t Stop the ___”
19. west German city that was
  once a coal center
20. mosque topper, often
22. difficult to get down, as of
  information 
29. espied
30. well-explained
31. building instruction, 
  for short
35. Indonesian animal
  also known as the 
  sapiutan
37. “what doesn’t come
  out in the wash will
  come out in the ___”
38. able to be charged
  levies on, as of income 
40. picks
42. capital of Ghana
43. nickname for actress
  Justice, perhaps

45. place for eggs
46. absolute 
47. teeming (with)
49. undercooked notion
54. govt group respon-
  sible for farming,
  among other things 
55. former CEO of Pepsi
  Nooyi
58. back of the foot
61. warm a piece of
  knowledge up and
  sweeten
65. ___ grey tea
66. goofed 
67. slight accent or 
  inflection
68. “All You Had to Do
  Was ___”
69. king of Megara, in
  Greek mythology

Down

1. people born in late
  July or August
2. from the third largest
  island in Europe 
3. genus of the prairie
  clover
4. type of vehicle that
  travels between Lincoln
  Center and Rose Hill
5. test that measures 
  heart signals: Abbr. 
6. ___ com
7. seniors, in less than a
  month
8. equip (with)
9. uprising 
10. be indebted to
11. Mediterranean or
  Red
12. commenced: Abbr. 
13. hotel-owning 
  Entertainment Group
17. French assn. that 
  studies working 
  conditions and safety
21. large-scale
23. agreement 
24. essential principle
25. artist and activist
  Ono
26. glasses or telescope
  component
27. desert green spots
28. snatch (from)
31. stockpile 
32. Ukhu ___: Incan 
  underworld 
33. spreadsheet creator
34. with caution
36. having an unpleasant
  smell
39. projections used to
  stop birds from sitting
  on fences 
41. without distortion, of
  sound, for short 
44. mine product
48. make corrections to
50. people who market
51. northern New 
  Zealand conifer
52. alkenes with 
  hydroxyl groups
53. over-the-counter 
  painkiller
56. be dependent (on)
57. creative pursuits 
58. “___ Got the Whole 
  World in His Hands”
59. consume
60. time period
62. lawyer network: 
  Abbr. 
63. Romanian currency
64. necessities to scan 
  into school 


